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If common sense is indeed common, why don&apos; With over 300 illustrations, Comic Feeling is a
distinctive and engaging book-an important social skills device for anybody who thinks in photos. Come
explore the invisible globe of common sense and its own often hilarious link with real life! The result is a
new way of searching at the social globe.s common - and what&apos;s comic - regarding sense. Rather
than listing rules and blunders, Mucklow goes behind the moments to find what everyone else seems to
know. Nancy Mucklow, creator of the sensory group approach to sensory processing, uses comics to
reveal the concealed patterns behind social reasoning. Comic Sense displays what&apos; You&apos;ll
learn: How to be aware - What people assume - What people expect - How to predict - How exactly to
prioritize - How exactly to take action.t I have it?
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A good therapy resource Love the company of this book. In a league of it's own! Nevertheless, the
examples have to pe previewed for appropriateness with college students. Much too wordy. Could use it
immediately as a therapy device.! This is a book that I was compelled to review.We was hooked with the
first illustration!Content material is supported with illustrations, tips, and activities that help bring about
the awareness needed to develop the facet of common sense being addressed. To clinical or long
stretched and only suitable for me, as a mother, to crawl my way through and go on to force a few of the
stuff described into my son's already anxiously cluttered brain. I was soooo best.I actually told him that
Amazon had asked me to examine this book and told him what that meant and asked him just how many
stars and without hesitating he went straight for 5 stars.), and some, even I came across hard to
"decipher".But here's finally a publication that was like a breath of fresh air. I had stumbled upon it by
accident on you tube, ( view the video, here is the link: [.. Like the website cartoon, hate the book.] ) and
some bells in my mind told me that this was something totally new. Those books, even though they stated
that they were, were not suitable for my son to learn by himself.For the first time ever, here is a book that
is actually doing what it promises. My child has embraced this reserve. He even bears it around in his
backpack.. However, the bbok's webpages are flooded with TOO much script, An excessive amount of
complexity with the graphs, and the cartoons were TOO little . He regularly involves me really excited
with a new discovery from the publication, saying things like " I know why I do this" or "I understand
how to proceed about..". etc.We am not going into detail about how this book is established, just watch
the "you tube" video, since it says it all for me. They were simply written texts, lacking completely in
images which we know that folks in the autistic spectrum need, ( they want all visual thinkers!I would
also like to put that my child has always found it very difficult to focus on reading, so it is something he
barely does unless its purely factual and straight to the point. Books which need abstract considering, like
so many of the various other books I ordered in the past, need to be read by me and re explained by me in
an easier terms but "Comic Feeling" is totally different. This is "his" book. I have nothing to do with what
and when he reads from it and it needs no explaining from me.We was reeled in with the rest of the
content!! For those folks with ADHD or Asperger's, visible overload and visible crowding can hinder our
performance. It would be missing such a great opportunity in understanding and selecting clues on how
best to cope with these confusing cultural problems that arise at all times and are frequently the cause of
frustration and panic. etc.Finally, I am so happy I found this gem of a book and made a decision to "what
the hell, may as well order one more" :) Great Reserve For a Psychologist DEALING WITH Kids This
book is wonderfully organized with nicely formatted text and simple, funny cartoon strips. Explanations
are clear and concise and the comics add humor. I have used equipment of this publication to educate and
bolster problem-solving with several of the kids I discover for treatment. Some are making brief, Lego
stop motion films about some of the subtopics, using the cartoon strips as inspiration for simple script
composing. I have bought another copy for my waiting area. Good in theory, but REALLY Poor format! I
found it to end up being visually unpleasant and I really do not have sensory issues. The book description
made it sound befitting my son's problems and age.. So better to make up your own illustrations. Many
children with sensory issues likewise have other disorders making this book not user friendly. Since my
child has sensory issues, I really was excited about what this reserve seemingly had to provide.. Comic
Sense I totally love Comic Sense!What a terrific way to help to make something as intangible as good
sense real. This is because my son who's 19 years old offers Aspgerger's Syndrome and I have over the
years purchased countless books which gave the promise to be in a position to help my child discover
ways to understand and manage daily life including his panic. How refreshing!The format is visually
appealing.In the event that you or anyone in your area is on the bigger end of the Autistic spectrum, then
do not let this book pass you by. I am sad to say that so many had been a disappointment.How fortunate
for kids/adults with (not only) ADHD and Asperger's to get a book available to them that answers some

queries that they may fear to ask.I am recommending Comic Feeling to colleagues, teachers, parents, and
teenagers as a practical instruction to understanding and developing good sense.
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